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[Answer all the questions. No answer should be more than 4 to 5 sentences at the most] 

1. Distinguish between Deep Knowledge and Shallow Knowledge. [3] 

2. Distinguish between Symbolic Knowledge Representation and Connectionist Knowledge 

Representation. [3] 

3. What is alpha-cut? What type of set does it result in?[3] 

4. Mention the sources of uncertainty that needs to be taken care of in an Intelligent System. 

[3] 

5. Distinguish between generic and default values in a Frame Based Reasoning System. [3] 

6. When is a well formed formula said to be valid, in the context of First Order Predicate Logic 

system? [3] 

7. What do you mean by the law of excluded middle? How does this differ between two crisp 

sets and two fuzzy sets? [3] 

8. What is the difference among a) inductive reasoning b) deductive reasoning and c) 

abductive reasoning? [3] 

9. What do you mean by Generalized Modus Ponens and how does it differ from ordinary 

Modus Ponens [3] 

10. Mention three different possible conflict resolution strategies, that can be adopted in a rule 

based system. [3] 

Group B 
11. a) Briefly state the objective of the term project that you carried out in your group. 

b) How did you represent the knowledge and which tool (if any) was used for 

implementation? [10] 

OR 

12. Briefly describe OWL and explain with a small example from a domain how an Ontology 

can be described using OWL [10] 

Group C 
[Answer any TWO Questions] 

13. You are stranded on a desert island, with only a pile of COs, a book of poetry and a bunch of 

paper and pencil, and so have no way to determine which of the many types of fruit 

available are safe to eat. They are of various colours and sizes, some have hairy skins and 



others are smooth, some have hard flesh and others are soft. After a great deal of stomach 
ache, you compile the table of data shown in following table . 

This is pretty tedio.us to look up each time you feel hungry. Each row of the table 
corresponds to a rule like 

if skin = hairy 
and colour = brown 
and size = large 
and flesh = hard 
then conclusion = safe 

Using the decision tree algorithm of inductive learning, can you arrive at a much economic 
set of rules? Show all the necessary computations. [10] 

14. In a cellular telephone system, average voice quality of a mobile unit is related to how many 
active mobiles are in the same sector and on the same frequency. To model the system 
using fuzzy logic, one could relate the number of mobile units to voice quality. Suppose the 
following rule holds: 

IF 
11

Number of active cells is about 30" THEN "Bad Voice quality'' 



• 

a) Define a fuzzy set A="about 30" using a suitable fuzzification algorithm on a universe of 

integers. 
b) The fuzzy set "bad voice quality" is given by B={l.0/0, 0.4/1,1.0/2,0.0/3}. Find the relation 

A-7 B 

c) For another antecedent, A1 say "about 20 active cells", derived using the 
same fuzzification algorithm find the associated voice quality. 

d) Suppose the voice quality can be improved by increasing the power of a broadcast amplifier 
-whose power can be tuned to a scale of 1 to 5, 5 being the max power, how could the 
output of the fuzzy inference used to tune the amplifier. [2+2+3+3 = 10] 

15. Consider the hypothesis space and the evidence space for a medical diagnosis problem. The 
a-priori probabilities and the rules, representing the cause-effect relationship between the 
evidence space and the hypothesis space, are also given along conditional probabilities. 
Determine the probable disease that the patient bears. 

HBA 

F 

Hypothesis Space Evidence Space 

T =Typhoid F =Fever 

GM =German Measles HBA = High Body Ache 

CP= Chicken Pox R =Rash 

Set of Rules: 

Rule l: IF Symptoms are F (P(F/T)=0.9} and HBA (P(HBA/T)=0.6) THEN the patient probably bears T 

Rule 2: IF Symptoms are F (P(F/GM) =0.8} and R (P(R/GM)=0.7) and HBA (P(HBA/GM)=O.B) 

THEN the patient probably bears GM 

Rule 3: IF Symptoms are F (P(F/CP)=0.6) and R (P(R/CP}=0.9) and HBA (P(HBA/CP}=O.B} 

THEN the patient probably bears CP 

[10] 




